www.electroluxvacuums.co.nz

Electrolux and Harrisons Carpet team up to give
your carpet the best care it deserves!
A robot vacuum cleaner is ideal for:
ü Customers with busy, outgoing, and active lifestyle
ü Autonomous cleaning
ü Hard floor and carpets of short to medium length

1,999.95 NZD

PUREi9

PI91-5SGM
Smart Vacuum Cleaner

Amazing benefits include:
ü Smart phone connectivity & control
ü Excellent obstacle and cliff detection with 3D Vision
TechnologyTM
ü Cleans further into corners with Trinity ShapeTM and
PowerBrushTM
ü Smart charge and resume system
ü Reach more rooms with ClimbForceTM
Summary of Specs:
ü 14.4V Lithium-ion Battery for up to 60-minutes runtime
ü Bagless, cordless, 2-year warranty, 0.7L dust capacity
ü Accessories: PowerBrush (2x), Charging Base

799.95 NZD

A deep-cleaning bagged canister is ideal for:
ü Customers with pets
ü Deep capture of dusts, pet hair, allergens, and pollens
ü Hard floor and carpets

Vacuum from anywhere.

PURED9

PD91-6ST Anima

Amazing benefits include:
ü FlowMotionTM System that both enables smooth, effortless
maneuverability and powerful dust pick-up performance
ü Washable HEPA13 and carbon filter that ensures a fully sealed
system (99.95% dust retention while neutralizing odours in the air)
ü S-Bag and CleanLiftTM Handle for a hygienic and no-touch dust
disposal
ü Intelligent digital user interface that shows suction level
Summary of Specs:
ü Corded, bagged, 12.0m cleaning reach
ü 5-year Platinum Service Warranty, Remote Control w/ Auto
ü Accessories: FlowMotionTM Main Nozzle, Hard Floor Nozzle,
Turbo Nozzle, 3-in-1 Tool, S-bag Dustbag (1L)

599.95 NZD
This 2-in-1 cordless vacuum is ideal for:
ü Quick and instant cleaning
ü Hard floor and carpets
ü Above-the-floor surfaces, countertops, furniture, and all other
hard to reach places
Amazing benefits include:
ü Motorized power brush nozzle with LED light for easy and deep
floor cleaning
ü 1800 Easy-Steer maneuverability
ü BrushRollCleanTM function for cutting tangled hair
ü Self-standing and comes with charging stand (4H charging)
ü Detachable handheld unit for above-the-floor cleaning
Summary of Specs:
ü 18V HD Lithium Turbo Power Battery for up to 48-minutes runtime
ü 2-year warranty, 0.4L dust capacity
ü Accessories: Dusting Brush, Crevice Tool
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